High-Resolution Electrocardiography in Twins Affected by Situs Viscerum Specularis: Short Case Report
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We previously studied a pair of MZ twins with situs viscerum inversus of the heart, liver and stomach, concordant with regard to all other factors normally utilized to diagnose zygosity [3]. We have now reexamined them after three years to evaluate the development of their cardiovascular system.

Our male MZ twins, now 17 years old, have been examined with high-resolution electrocardiography (HRE), treadmill stress test with Bruce protocol, tests stressing the cardiovascular system (cold pressure test, handgrip test, arithmetic mental test), and single and two-dimensional dynamic echocardiography after holter monitoring.

Atrio gram analysis is made possible by HRE, that shows individual morphological reproducibility. Such reproducibility is present in both twins. In the dextrocardiac twin it is also present with the electrode position inverted. The similarity of morphology in the cotwins is further confirmed, even if such similarity is only apparent, in view of the fact that the vectors are spatially of opposite orientation, thereby causing an inversion of the electrical field [1-4]. The H-V interval is normal, although in the dextrocardiac twin it is longer (30 ms) than in his cotwin (25 ms). As regards the echocardiographic and dynamic ECG examination, normal data were obtained for both twins which were practically superposable to those obtained three years before.
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Fig. 1 - Twins standard ECG. Right heart with normal (N) and inverted (I) electrode position.

Fig. 2 - The opposite-down of the ECG vectors of the two twins (A, dextrocardiac; B, normal twin). The electrical fields are spatially opposite.
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